












Pitfall: The Mayan Adventure 

Radical Rex 
Come hang with the raddest, baddest T-rex ever to shred prehistoric pavement! This bad

boy is out to kick some butt, rescue his main squeeze and save the dino-race. Check Rex 

thrashin ' on his board and sportin' his flame-breath , killer jump-kicks and screen-shaking 

roars! Slam through ten wild levels of jammin' jungles, haunted dino-graveyards, 

piranha-infested caverns - and inside a giant dinosaur! Rex'll keep you movin' past 20 of 

the meanest prehistoric nasties to rock his dino-world. No sweat for the Rexster -

he's too hip to be extinct! 

Super Nintendo, Sega Genesis, Sega CD 

The legendary Pitfall! game is back- in an all-new hair-raising adventure that plunges you into a 

mysterious Mayan world! Pitfall Harry has been kidnapped - now you and his son, Harry Jr., must track 

an evil Mayan warrior spirit to rescue him! Run, swing, skate and bungee through deep rainforests, 

raging waterfalls and temple ruins that reek of dangerous enemies and lethal traps. Featuring the original 

Atari 2600 Pitfall! hidden in the game, animation by award-winning Kroyer Films and a pulse-pounding 

jungle soundtrack by SOUNDELUX Media Labs! 

Super Nintendo, Sega Genesis, Sega CD 

Shanghai II: Dragon's Eye 
Intrigue hangs thick in the air as you plot to clear the board of tiles in Shanghai

the 3,000 year-old obsession. It's deceptively simple ... but amazingly addictive. 

Now Shanghai's back with a new dimension: Dragon's Eye- the ultimate challenge! 

A multitude of tile sets and layouts offer endless hours of fun! 

Super Nintendo, Sega Genesis, IBM, Mac 
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Shanghai: Great Moments 
The ancient fascination goes Hollywood! Starring three captivating 

games in a dramatic multimedia spectacular hosted by a major 

Hollywood celebrity! Nine themed tile sets feature a variety of great 

moments: Space Exploration, Sci-Fi , Romance, Art, People, Music, 

Events and Inventions (plus classic Mah-Jongg) . With over 300 tile 

animations, 150 audio/video segments and film clips as dauling 

rewards for finding matches - it's now more addictive than ever! 

IBM/Windows CD-ROM 

Shanghai: Triple-Threat 
Shanghai: Triple Threat- the ancient fascination with an all-new twist. 

Three captivating new games with enticing new rules: slide rows of tiles 

to make matches in Beijing, race to uncover the hidden tile in Golden Tile 

and clear the board as tiles succumb to the force of gravity 

in The Great Wall. Then, to add to the Triple-Threat chal

lenge - play in head-to-head arcade-style action! 

300 Interactive Multiplayer system 

Sargon V: World Class Chess 
Pit your skills against an opponent with moves 

from such expert games as Karpov vs . Kasparov 

1990. Anticipate the moves of the masters as 

you play Annotated Games. Guess at the right 

move, then learn if it's the best one and why. 

The ultimate test? Select Tournament Play 

and challenge Sargon Vat its most bril liant 

skill level under strict time limitations. 

IBM, Mac 
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Atari 2600 Action ack 
It's the value-pack of the decade - 15 original Atari 2600 vide games now in Windows! 

Rediscover the classic heart-racing action and nerve-wracking excitement you lived for. All the 

riveting graphics, gripping sound effects and addictive fun you remember. Includes Boxing, 

Chopper Command, Cosmic Commuter, Crackpots, Fishing Derby, Freeway, Frostbite, 

Grand Prix, H.E.R.O., Kaboom!, Pitfall!, River Raid, Seaquest, Sky Jinks and Spider Fighter1 

IBM/Windows, IBM/Windows CD-ROM 

Mac Bestsellers -
Three top-rated games - now on one Ma CD! Take the Soviet 

challenge in the classic game of strategy with Super Tetris. 

Climb into the pilot's seat and accept treacherous aerial 

missions in Hellcats Over the Pacific. Then, step into 

cyberspace with Spectre - the hottest, 3-D technology 

ever to zoom in on your Macintos ! 

Mac CD-ROM 

PowerGame II 
Get ready for three times the game 

power: Super Tetris, Spectre and F-15 

Strike Eagle Ill. It's addictive uule strat

egy, 3-D cyberworld combat and flight 

simulation - all on one value-packed CD! 

Featuring enhanced graphics, all-new options and nework play for 

competitions against real-live opponents via modem! 

IBM CD-ROM 

The PowerHits Series 
Movies• B· ttleTech •Sci-Fi• Sports 

Go Hollywood on your PC - The Racketeer, Die Hard, Ghostbusters II and Roger 

Rabbit in Hare Raising Havoc. Rage into Battle Tech combat with The Crescent 

Hawks ' Inception, The Crescent Hawks ' Revenge and Mech Warrior. Pit your skills 

against the pros in FaceOff, Motocross, Pro Tennis Tour and Power Drift. Blast-off 

into another realm with Prophecy, Tongue of the Fatman, Deathtrack, Circuit's Edge 

and Mines of the Titan. 

Muppet 
Treasure Island 

The First in a Line 
of Adventure Games that Teach 

Set sail with Captain Kermit and his 

MUPPET crew on an interactive 

learning adventure o'er the high seas! 

Journey to uncharted worlds where 

children of all ages build important 
An I tea t Ad I 

new skills and discover the true meaning of treasure. It's the 

pirate story brought to life by MUPPET magic. 

Coming soon on IBM, IBM CD-ROM 

Planetfall 
Sci-ti fans should keep their "optical 

devices" open for Planetfal/, the 

off-beat comedy sequel to the best

selling science-fiction text adventure. 

This lnfocom CD-ROM title will 

feature a stellar production of 

superbly rendered 3-D worlds and a 

cast of fifteen Hollywood actors. With 

Steve Meretzky (designer of the 

original Planetfal~ as the major force 

behind this product, a refined story 

line by Star Trek: The Next 

Generation screenwriters, and Floyd the charismatic rob 

quirky guide, this journey will be one you 'll never forg 

Coming soon on IBM, IBM CD-ROM 
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BattleTech SNES 
You 're plagued with the deadl iest challenge of the 31st century! Pilot a 

lethal leaden warrior, the Madcat Heavy OmniMech, on savage 

missions against enemy installations. Employ nine devastating 

weapons systems to obliterate the enemy as you battle the ground 

defenses of the Inner Sphere on five difierent planets. Or, double-team 

a mighty 'Mech using the 2-player Cooperative Mode where one player 

pilots while the other controls the Madcat's weapons systems! 

Super Nintendo 

MechWarrior 2: The Clans 
Join one of six warrior clans and maneuver 100 tons of the most 

sophisticated 31st century weaponry. Choose from over 40 futuristic 

weapons; create potent combinations to destroy the enemy and 

emerge with your 'Mech and reputation intact. Confront opposing clans 

in every conceivable alien environment - from intimidating ice planets 

to deceptive desert terrain . Select from hundreds of missions and 16 

metal-shredding 'Mechs to create your own simulations. Or hook up 

via modem and face the terrifying firepower of a "live" Mechwarrior. 

IBM, IBM CD-ROM 

Return to Zork 
It's the award-winning continuation of the classic text 

adventure series. Return to lark- the epic underground 

adventure of danger, intrigue and cunning. Featuring 

fascinating puzzles tied directly to the plot, a revolutionary 

interface, a cast of Hollywood actors, over an hour of 

spoken dialogue and 200 original musical themes that 

"bring the multimedia hype to life" (PC Entertainment). 
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The Zork Anthology 
In 1979, two great minds at M.l.T. unearthed a magical 

universe of text-only mystery and adventure called 

lark ... As the first computer adventure game ever, 

lark appeared on every platform of the time, marking 

the beginning of the computer game revolution. 

With over three million followers, lark became the 

best-selling adventure game series of all time. Now you 

can discover the saga in one classic compilation: 

lark I, lark II, lark Ill, Beyond lark and lark Zero. 

IBM , IBM CO-ROM, Mac CD-ROM 

Simon the Sorcerer 
Join Simon, the hippest sorcerer around, as he's 

magically transported into an enchanting new dimension 

of bizarre interactive animation. Enjoy fresh , funny 

characters and a challenging , yet logical puzzle structure 

in a wacked-out world of magical fun. Explore over 100 

scenes filled with swamplings, beer-swilling trolls, 

a two-headed schizophrenic store clerk and more! 

IBM CO-ROM 
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learning adventure o'er the high seas! 
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children of all ages build important 
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Generation screenwriters, and Floyd the charismatic robot as your 

quirky guide, this journey will be one you 'll never forget! 

Coming soon on IBM, IBM CD-ROM 

Zork Nemesis 
The saga of Zork continues 

with a surreal , romantic 

horror story of love and evil. 

Explore a twisted new 

dimension of the magical 

underworld in this powerful 

new adventure. Zork Nemesis 

reaches back into the gothic 

lore and sinister mystery of 

the original Zork series 

(which Return to Zork only 

touched upon) . Featuring magnificent new worlds, full-frame video, 

real-time gameplay, a digitized soundtrack and a cast of well-known 

actors, the power of Zorkwill enrapture you! 

Coming soon on IBM, IBM CD-ROM 

The Great Game 
Currently in top-secret 

development is a dramatic 

new I nfocom series of spy 

adventures. Developed in 

co llaboration with William 

Colby, the former director of 

the CIA, this cinematic-quality 

production will feature the wit and expertise of the world 's leading 

authorities in espionage. Featuring a Post-Cold War spin on the 

intriguing insights of the experts, this thrilling Hollywood-style interac

tive interpretation will be the most authentic espionage game ever! 

Coming soon on IBM, IBM CD-ROM 
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